Dow Jones Newswires deliver fresh ideas & in-depth commentaries, keeping you on top of the latest market-moving news. These commentaries summarize news & events with at-a-glance views, opinion pieces or discussions highlighting information you need to make important financial decisions. Below please find the selection of some of the most-used commentaries you can find from Dow Jones Newswires.

**European Morning Briefing**  
This essential morning commentary provides readers with a brief summary of key overnight market developments in the U.S. and Asia as well as an outlook for the events ahead in the European trading day.  
**DAILY**  
DJ CODE: 1011 (Under Filter: Category)

**Nordic Morning Briefing**  
Corporate and macroeconomic events for the day, snapshots of overnight activity and trading drivers; roundup of the region’s key financial news.  
**DAILY**  
DJ CODE: 77791 (Under Filter: Category)

**European Midday Briefing**  
Previews the U.S. markets and provides a succinct round-up of the day's EMEA major business and economic news on Dow Jones Newswires with a taste of other news to come, including columns and features.  
**DAILY**  
DJ CODE: 70737 (Under Filter: Category)

**Nordic Round-Up**  
Twice daily summary of top company news with market reactions.  
**DAILY**  
DJ CODE: 77911 (Under Filter: Category)

**Market Talk**  
Scrolling commentary on events affecting the European equities markets, Market Talk also tries to anticipate major market movements. Each news snippet makes its point in just a few lines and is published throughout the European trading day.  
**NEWS-DRIVEN**  
DJ CODE: 5005 (Under Filter: Category)
**Data Snap**
Immediately follows data release based on the latest economic indicators in any given country’s economy. Data Snap explains the following:
- The figures themselves
- How they compare to what was expected
- How they fit into the trend of previously released figures
- What they mean for financial markets
- What they mean for central bank policy

**Forex Focus**
This piece analyzes trends in the global foreign exchange markets, appearing at the start of each European session. Forex Focus puts the day’s currency trading events into context. Aimed at providing an early-morning, forward-looking analysis for market-watchers, the column discusses overnight FX developments and events likely to affect exchange levels in the next 24 hours. The column also discusses broader issues that could impact currency dealing in the near-term, such as macroeconomic developments, technical-trading trends and international capital flows.

**European Equity Index Technicals**
Technical chart support & resistance levels and forecasts for short-term trends for European equity indexes.

**Nordic Markets Technical Analysis**
This piece provides pre-market short-term view for indexes on Copenhagen, Helsinki, Oslo and Stockholm bourses.

**DJ Eurobonds**
Comment providing an outlook for the Eurobond market. Also discussing NAPM surveys and the ECB's activities, it provides an informed view of market activity and analysts' and traders' opinions on predicted market movement.

**Euronomics**
A snapshot of the main economic news in the Euro-zone on the day of publication. It provides context, brief analysis and an assessment of the implications of the most-important economic data released, and key comments by people who shape euro-zone economic and monetary policy. Most think pieces will be grounded in the real world, using executives, companies and sectors, as well as economists and analysts, to tell the story behind the data.
**The Big Picture**
Takes an in-depth look at economic cycles, trends and data, and how they affect securities markets and the leanings of the U.S. Federal Reserve. The Big Picture also examines the relationship between economic indicators and the pace of overall economic activity in the U.S. and globally.
NEWS-DRIVEN
DJ CODE: 4082 (Under Filter: Category)

**Fed Watch**
Documents where U.S. rates and monetary policy are headed. Fed Watch covers a wide-ranging discussion of news, ideas and influences that central bank watchers and markets need to know. It's published as often as warrants, depending on how much news has occurred that impacts monetary policy.
1-2 WEEKLY
DJ CODE: 1043 (Under Filter: Category)

---

**The Wall Street Journal**

**Abreast of the Market**
Concentrates on the U.S. equities market. It analyzes stock market activity focusing on large-capitalization stocks.
DAILY
DJ CODE: 53030 (Under Filter: Category)

**Commodities Report**
Commodities think piece covering global commodities and analyzing political and economic factors affecting the markets.
DAILY
DJ CODE: 1044 (Under Filter: Category)

**Credit Markets**
WSJ daily fixed-income think piece covering bonds, interest rates and fixed-income instruments.
DAILY
DJ CODE: (Under Filter: Category)

**Heard on the Street**
Centers on subjects and stocks that Wall Street professionals are talking about amongst themselves. Its content is so potentially market-moving that its subject is kept closely guarded even within Dow Jones until the moment of publication. This allows individual investors to act on the market just as quickly as the professionals.
DAILY
DJ CODE: 5043 (Under Filter: Category)
-EXCLUSIVE COLUMNS & FEATURES

**Commodities Corner**
Focuses on the commodities markets which serve as an excellent barometer for the economy and other markets.
SATURDAY
DJ CODE: 1114 (Under Filter: Category)

**Current Yield**
Fixed-income think piece covering the bond markets. It takes a big-picture look at the forces affecting interest rates and the knock-on effects for economic, monetary and fiscal policies.
SATURDAY
DJ CODE: 5034 (Under Filter: Category)

**European Trader**
The European version of the Barron’s Trader series.
SATURDAY
DJ CODE: 5033 (Under Filter: Category)

**The Trader**
The original Trader think piee focusing on the U.S. stock market.
SATURDAY
DJ CODE: 5035 (Under Filter: Category)